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CH TechONE
13 East 54th St. Suite 300
New York, NY 10008
212-555-2485

Note

5/15/2007

Chris Huffman

Met Lance at one of the the Tour de France fund raising parties held for our country's
team.

6/13/2007

Allison Mikola

Ethan is the buyer, but Lance makes the decisions. They are preparing to expand their
opportunities into quite a few locations around the world. Orders could be big. They
will definitely look to make decisions based on
·efficiency
·profitability
·competitiveness
We could start operations as soon as the end of this year in converting all of their plants.

8/27/2007

Chris Huffman

Computer companies are a prime target for the TechONE systems. This company is also
a big opinion leader and could have significant impact on other companies of their type in
the industry. It would be great if we could close them before the end of the year. We
could play to their leadership role in the industry.

4/27/2008

Chris Huffman

Testing to be sure we meet tougher California standards.

12/29/2008

Melissa Pearce

Send sales sheets witht the new proposal

8/13/2009

Chris Huffman

The TechONE System is perfect for their organization.
·100% ROI in less than 6 months
·Eco Friendly. Would give them an advantage in their efforts to be "green " company
wide.
·The TWO Component would be recommended to speed up their adoption.
It could easily provide them with the ROI they are looking for based on our analysis. They
have several factories throughout the world that could easily take advantage of our
system.

They are looking for the unique experience that we can offer in the final implementation.

9/30/2009

Chris Huffman

This could be an important account for us. Green Plastics has
great influence in the industry and could refer us.

5/6/2010

Chris Huffman

Met with Suzie, and she likes the product based on the demo. She's traveling to CA for
business over the next few weeks, and will likely make a decision to purchase by end of
the month.

12/22/2011

Durkin Computing
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